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. The Senate Law and Public Safety Committee will hold a public hearing 
and committee meeting on Monday, May 18, 1992 at 10:00 a;m;Jn Committee 
Room 9, Legislative Office Building, Trenton. · · · · · · · 

The subject of the public hearing is the PHOTO RADAR SYSTEM 
currently.being tested in this State as a traffic safety demonstration project 
pursuant to a grant from the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration. 

. . . . . ' . . 

The issues and problems involving the use of a photo radar system will be 
discussed and testimony will be received from interested individuals and 
organizations. · ' · 

After the public hearing, the conmiittee will meet to consider the 
following bills: 

s-s1 
. Rice 

Issued 5/13/92 

Requires certain passenger motor ·· 
vehicles to be equipped with anti-theft 
devices; provides State reimbursement 
for anti-theft devices or recovery 
systems installed on passenger 
automobiles; imposes penalties for auto 
theft. . , 

(OVER) 

*Revised 5/15/92 (S-805 added by waiver of the 5-day notice rule granted by .. 
special order of the President of the Senate.) 
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S-145 
Bassano 

S-711 
Girgenti 

*S.,.805 
Kosco 

SR-30 
Cafiero 

. ' . . . 

Requires the storage of firearms in a 
locked container or with a.trigger lock 

. or blocking device; requires handguns to .. 
be sold with trigger locks or trigger 
blocking devices. 

· Requires police notification prior to 
! placement of inmate in home confinement. · 

' . . . . 

: . . . 

,.. . . . . . . . •. ·.• •. .., .. ::·· .. , ... J ·: .... •·· .. 

Gives prosecutor and local law officers 
· role. in determining inmate :eligibility' . 
for DOG' s home confinement prOgran1; 

Urges federal law establishing . 
reciprocity for handicapped parking 
privileges.· 
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SENATOR LOUIS F: KOSCO (Chairman): We are 
. istart our hearing on photo radar .. ·. What 'r. realiy wanted, to dO:: 

.. :tv'as ~tart.with ·some bi 1 ls, but I need one more Senator he~e . 

befoi-'e. we can actually have a voting s~ssi~n. . So~ . in lieu •Of .· 
th~ t"act that' I. don't hav~ another ·. Senator :he.re, Ii am. goil'lg to .: 

. . -- . . . . -· . ' 

have to start with 'some testimony on photo ·.radar ... '· When .J. hear . 

. • o~e . more· -senator· come in~ I will .· then swit~h: ._and·· just put 

_> ... everything on· hold _for-·a'few- minutes.·-.wh.ile<~e try····to ·add.res~.•~··· .. ·• 

< couple- ()f the bi.lls • that: I w¢.u1d iike to ,have 'address~d.· at t:hi°s :_ 
tim~. Theri we.will go back to our hearing: w~_hav~!a qt1.()(uni 
c.all at ··12:00. We will try to get finished by ·12;Q0 .. ·If we 

:run over a little 

· to give a Call to 

. SENATOR 

bit, we will ask someone from our office here 

letcSenator DiFrancesco know we are her~.· -
SCOTT: .. : Mr;- -·· Chairman, I have a Commerc~ · . 

hearing. __ .. · . . 

SENATOR KOSCO: : At: . 2 : 0 0? 

SENATOR SCOTT: _No, at 12: 00 .. 

... SENATOR_··KOSCO:•· At-12:00?. 

SENATOR SCOTT:_ Be1ieve it. or not. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Okay,.• ·well,· we will have. to. handle 'it_ 

·•. the_ best we can .. What we will do is have a roll call right now.· - -

MS. SZILAGYI (Cammi ttee Aide): Senator Scott? • 

SENATOR SCOTT: . ,•Here .. 

MS. SZILAGYI: Senator smith? 

-SENATOR SMITH: Here. 

MS. SZILAGYI: Senator. Kosco? 

SENATOR KOSCO: Here. 

MS. SZILAGYI: We do not yet have a quorum. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Okay. Thank you. 

·. We can start the public hearing without a quorum. . The 

purpos.e of · this public hearing is to receive testimony I on the 

new technology being used in the State as -a·way to enforce our 

traffic laws. .The new system is photo radar. We have learned. 

through newspaper accounts that the Off ice of Highway Traffic · 
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' 's,a{~ty, has been s~lect~d;by the, National Highway' Trctffic Safety .. 

;A~i:nis~ration '~s< -bne; of the: three states to test pho~; i'~dar •.. · 
Ne~iersey'.'.h~s.,,'t-eceived, L belie~e, a $25-0,QOO grap.t for·this · 
demo11str:ation prociuct; ;- · 

. ,· 

. . . We . have received many, many· phone · calls in .. · our 

· :legislative c>ffic~s pertaining . to. photo radar. · We felt that·· 

rath~r than try to listen to bills"'"'- You know, there are bills 
_,••• :.•: .\_.:-.: •• ::•, • •• • S, • ~ ·•• ,\•;· • • T:·•• •, •••, ! ' ' •, • • "\ • • >,•: • • • ,•• .:.~ '•• • •,•••••, • 

·~hJc:h-' hav$ '.been .proposed, to absolutely outla~ .ft: right .off ,the·< 
:I:i~t~/,;beforei it ··. even: gets started. We >don i.t wa.Ilt • to stop .... · · 
sorn~th1ng Wi thou't . f indlrig out whether · it i~ :wo.rthwhile ':()~ IlOt, '• · .. 

·· l'so, it ts. th~ ,_feeling of this Committee tha·t before we hear any 

bills on the .. legislation --:' I ·don't mean legislation -'-- any 

··•: 0 bills otithe Program,· we are ·going to have, this~.hearing. So, 

we will n:ot hear any bills on this today. , 'We will. just' have 

'.the public hearing, Then the Committee will decide whether we 

.. will entertain any legislation dealing for or against, opposing 

.or ~expanding, 'orwhatev:er the si,i:uation may\be. 

The :main ptirpose · of t:his is' tQ ],isten to testimony 

':from •· those -~ho are for it. . So far,' me>~t of what we have 
·received in our legislative offices has t,een: opposed to it. We 

want to get b~th sides. of the stor:y before th:i,s Comrni ttee mdkes . 

. a value decision as,to how we can address it.· 

Do any of our Sep,ators have a. comment . before we get 

started? Senator Scott? 

SENATOR SCOTT: Just quickly. I think this bodes for 
' the future, what happens here today. Once·.· 

don It think we are , going to revert' bac~., 

that we review it deeply'. 

it is in place, I 

So it· is critical 

SENATOR KOSCO: Our first wi tnesse.s wi 11 be Alexander 

Waugh, from the Attor~ey General's Office, and James .Arena . 
. • . . . . .· . . . . . 

Jim is the Director of the, Off ice of Highway Safety·, we, would 

1 ike to get the Attorney General's position on this, and also 

have some testimony from the Director:' of Highway Safety.· 

You're up. 
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P. W A U G H·, JR. ESQ.: 

_Alexander Waugh, Jr., Counsel to the Attorney General. in the 

Department .of Law and Public Safety. I am .here today-to 
express the. Attorney General's.· position on· the · issue of photo 

. radar. Director James Arena,. of the. Division of High,way 
·. ... . . . . .. . . . 

TrafficSafety,,_is with me.and will be available to respond t 10 

questions concerning . the technical aspects of photo iada-r and ._· 

. its potential for use as a law enforcement tool in Ne~ Jersey . 
. ·-· . As . you know, :the Department of Law and Public Safety> 

includ.esthe Division of State Police; the Division of. Criminal 
.· 
Justice and the Division of Highway Traffic Safety, all of 

which have roles in -. the enforcement of New Jersey's traffic 

laws, and. all of.· which are concerned about the issue of• photo 

radar in New Jersey. As head of the Depa~tment and the State's 

chief _ law enforcement· officer, the Attorney General · .has 

. _ directed that a complete review be made of all issues involved 

in the use of photo radar prior to any recommendat_ion being 

made with resp~ct to the use of this technology 1n New Jersey .. 

Because that review. is in its. early stages:. the. Attorney.··. 
. . 

General. has not yet 'determined whether photo radar-·- can be used 

for en£ or cement - purposes without· the enactment - of enabling •

. -legislation,. Consequently, he does not intend to authorize its 
. . ' . . 

µse for enforcement· purposes until these and other issues have 

been carefully studied. 

Photo radar utilizes existing· Doppler radar 

enforcement -technology in combination with. a camera and a 

microprocessor. It can be used in stationary, moving, . and 

pursuit modes, in daylight or at night. A particularly 

controversial feature of photo radar is the ability to have the 

unit function automatically, without an: attendant police 

· officer to stop the speeding vehicle and - issue the ·summonses. 

When used in this way, the unit produces a photograph with the 

location, date, time, direction of travel and target speed. 

Once developed, the negative would be examined to determine its 
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usefulness for prosecution and,. if of sufficient quality, the 

license plate number of the \Vehicle would be used to obtain the 

n:ame of the registered owner from the motor vehicle licensing 

agency ... A summons could then be issued to the owner under the 

r.ebuttable presumption that the owner was the driver,. and 

served· by mail. As a matter of routine, the photograph would 

not be mailed with the". summons, but would be available· 

rev-iew by.the .owner or driver if requested. 

Thisproposarraises many legal, technical, and.policy 

questions. Before turning to those issues, I want to out 1 ine 

for you the reasons why this technology is being considered at 

al L New Jersey is a densely populated and very mobile State. 

Because our roadways include several major· north-south and 

east-west highways, they are used by a large number of personal 

and commercial vehicles which are merely passing throug:1 .our 

State, trying to get from point "A" to point "B" as quickly as 

possible. Our citizens, and drivers from other states, dep~nd 

on the availability and safety of our roadways. 

In a recent two-'hour survey on Interstate 280, . 675 

vehicles out of 2109 were found to be traveling in excess of 67 

miles per hour. That's over a quarter of the vehicles surveyed 

going more than 12 mile$ per hour over th~ speed limit. There 

were many vehicles traveling in the 70s and 80s. The top speed 

recorded was 103 miles per hour, almost double the speed 

1 imi t. The excessively high rates of speed used by far too 

many drivers are threatening both lives and the availability of 

the Federal dollars on which we depend for. highway construction 

and maintenance. At the same time, a study has shown that the 

need for traffic services has increased at a significantly 

higher rate than the number of police officers to provide those 

services. Highway traffic safety must be a concern of 

government in New Jersey at all levels, and the use of new 

techniques and technologies must at. least be explored. 
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It can come as no surprise to us that excessive speeds 

can result in accidents involving serious injury and death. In 

addition to concerns for the safety of the motoring public, we 

have concerns about the safety of those who must earn their 

living on the. highways, whether they be police officers or 

construction workers. Studies have demonstrated the 

correlation between speed and the extent and seriousness of 

injuries in resulting accidents. And, although adherence to 

the 55 mile an hour 1 imi t is a concern even at lower. levels of 

speeding, at present we are most concerned with speeds which 

exceed the limit by as much as 15, 20 or 30 miles per hour. 

The speed at which an accident occurs may well ,govern the 

extent of. the injuries, or make the difference between life and 

· death. The probability for death or serious injury in an 

accident is said to double with every 10 miles per hour over 50. 

We also have a real concern about the effect excessive 

speeds will have on the availability of much needed Federal 

highway funds. New Jersey receives approximately $100 million 

in Federal funding for highway purposes each year.. Adherence 

to the 55 mi le per hour speed 1 imi t is a condition of funding 

from the Federal Highway Administration. A state is considered 

in compliance if less than half of its motorists exceed the 

posted speed limits. In 1990, a mandated Federal survey 

determined that 56. 2 percent of the motorists in New Jersey 

were exceeding the 55 mile per hour limit. This resulted in an 

April 15, 1991 letter to the Governo~ from the Federal Highway 

Administration notifying New Jersey that apportionment 

reduction proceedings were being implemented which could have 

jeopardized between $8 and $12 million in Federal funding. 

As a result of enhanced enforcement programs, the 1991 

percentage of speeders was reduced to 50. 3 . percent. This led 

the Federal Highway Administration to waive the proposed 

reduction for 1990, but it proposes to ins.titute proceedings 

for 1991. We do not yet know how these proceedings will be 

resolved. 
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I am happy to say that. we have continued to 

. progress in 

percentage 

1992. The first 

has been reduced 

quarter 

to 50.1 

figures 

percent 

show 

of 

that 

motorists 

exceeding the speed limit, which puts tis within striking 

distance of compliance with the Federal mandate. However, 

Congress is considering legislation 

. formula for determining compliance by 

over the legal· limit more heavily. 

which would revise the 

weighting higher speeds 

Thus, while under the 

current fo;mula a vehicle going 56 miles per hour counts the 

same as one going 75, under the n.ew formula the higher speeds 

found. on our highways would count more heavily against us. 

Clearly,. enforcement in this· area is still needed, and we must 

remain vigilant to protect the availability of full Federal 

funding, but more importantly to ensure the safety of those who 

use or work on our roadways. 

Under the direction of the Division of Highway Traffic 

Safety, New Jersey is one of three states .which have been given 

grants by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration to 

study and test the photo radar technology and its usefulness as· 

an enforcement tool. The other states are Michigan and 

Washington. 

The study involves field testing of the equipment to 

determine its usefulness from the technical and practical 

points of view, and an analysis of the issues surrounding its 

use from the legal and pol icy points of view. While the 

presence of photo radar at test locations has had a favorable 

effect on the amount of excessive speeding observed, this may 

occur whenever speed enforcement is observably present. The 

study must co.ntinue to determine the usefulness of the 

technology for enforcement, its fairness and compliance with 

legal requirements, and its cost-effectiveness in comparison to 

other enforcement strategies. 

As previously indicated, 

policy issues which must be 
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recommendation can be made with·respect to whether and how.to 

use the. photo radar technol,ogy in',;, New Jersey.· These issues 

.include:· 

· * an evalu·ation of the.· need for appropriate and 

constitutioilal implementing legislation; 

* an· analysis of the validity of . a legal presumption 

that the registered owner was the operator of the vehicle for 

excessive speeding; 

* whether operation· of this technology sufficiently 
. . 

sa:tisf ies the "in the presence of" requirement for issuance of 

a Uniform Traffic Summons and whether the summons can be issued 

and served on the registered owner of the vehicle by mail on a 

timely basis; . 

* . evidential issues surrounding the rel iabi 1 i ty and use 

in ··court of this type of radar .· and photographic· technology, · 

.whether this technology will satisfy the speed tracking .history 

required by case law in New Jersey; 

* privacy and public record issues surrounding the.· 

creation and. public availability of the results •Of this. 

technology, including the resulting photographs; 

* legal .. and technical problems related to the fact that 

many neighboring states only require a rear license plate; 

* operational and legal problems . related to· the .fact 

that many cars and.trucks are leased or rented to others by the 

registered owners,· sometimes on a long-term basis but often for 

short periods·of time; 

* the creation of standard operating procedures for the 

use of the technology, including where• and when to use it,. at 

what speeds it should be used for enforcement, whether and how 

the units should be monitored by police officers and whether to 

give immediate notice to a potential violator through the use 

of automated signs, and the appropriate level of training for 

operators; 

* whether the use of this technology would adversely 

impact the municipal court system. 
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- : . . 
. . .. 

' • > • ··,_ •• • • • •••• • • ••• ' •• 

'1,'o its opponents,. photo radar is. Big B.rother handiilg 

· out tickets' in· an inhuman manner, flooding · the municip~l courts 

with. thousands . of, .. mindlessly . issued and undeserved spe!eding ·• 

. tickets. To.· its proponents photo radar _.is the next · step in 

using existing -technology in a cost-effective and Safer It)c!.nner; 

.the potential for fewer police officers to crack down on more 

excessive Speeders without the S<ifety risks ,inherent _in a high 
spe,ed chase,. and-· without . · use of the 'time and· __ personnel 

necess.ary to issue!' the summon~eS personally. 

Ail: of the · issues. I ha;e mentioned, 'and undoubtedly 

6thersi need to be carefully· studied before an· inf6rmed 

decision ·· can be made as to whether photo radar--. is a · viable 

option for. speed enforcement in New Jersey; which is the whole· 

purpose of the pi lot proj e-ct. The Attorney Gener al intends to 

approach this · issue cautiously. to ensure that the required 

. careful. study of photo radar _ takes place. If. there ._ i.s . a more 
' ' 

immediate . need for legislation addressed to the use of 

pho1:og~aphic technology for other enforcement purposes such ·as 

toll collection, it may be appropriate to . separate the two.· 

issues ... · As far as photo radar is concerned, we. believe that, 

at this . time,· it would be as premature to enact legislation 
outlawing ·· the use ·. of . photo radar · as it would·· be to enact 

implementing legislation. 

Thank you for this opportunity · to address the 

Committee. Director Arena and I _would be . happy . to answer any 
questions; 

!'' 

SENATOR KOSCO: Thank you very much. ' 

In keeping with what 1 s•aid .at the _. beginning of the 

meeting, we have our quorum he!;'e, so what I 'm going to do is, 
1 so that we don't lose the continuity of your testimony, we' 1:1 

just go to·a couple of bills _that·we're going to have and then 

we' 11 come back to the two of you so we can start from just 

where we left off. 

MR. WAUGH: Should we go back? 
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SENATOR KOSCO: Yes, please. · (witness complies) 

(RECESS FOR COMMITTEE MEETING) 

AFTER RECESS: 

.SENATOR KOSCO: I'm sorry. for the interruption: We'll 

continue now with. our hearing on the photo radar syste~; 

·Okay, we have Jim Arena and Alexander Waugh who were 

testifying before on the photo radar device. If. you can 

continue where we left off? 

MR. WAUGH:· We were at the point where I had finished 

with my prepared remarks and we' re available to answer any 

questions .that the Committee has. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Do any Committee members have ·. any · 

· questions? 

SENATOR MATHEUSSEN: I do . 

. SENATOR· KOSCO: Fire away. 

SENATOR MATHEUS SEN: How do . you go about meeting the 

criteria under the law of prosecuting a case l.ike · this? •. For 

instance, someone goes through one of these speed photo radar 

tr;aps and .they get a notice in the mail:. How· does one· 

prosecute a case like that? Who mans the device? Who sets up 

the criteria, sets up the necessary proofs on behalf of the 

· State to prosecute a case against that driver who has now been 

pictured and has been photo identified as the driver allegedly 

•Speeding on the highways of the State of New Jersey? 

MR. WAUGH: Well, that's basically one of the issues 

that we' re looking at. Presumably, in the states where Lt• 
exists, there is someone who either is at the unit at the time 

i 

it's ·operating or has put it up and then comes back to it1 who 

would testify about the calibration of the unit and how it 

works, and how the photograph is produced. And then that would 

be the testimony upon which the prosecutio~ would be b.ased. 
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. SENATOR MATHEUSSEN: Okay. In one of the things that 
I 

I read in going throu9h the information packet that 

forwarded to me was that in a one-hour period of time, 

something like 250 drivers were found in violation of speeding 

in one section of a highway. Do you mean to tell me that that 

person would be able to testify in that one municipal court, 

that 250 people violated the law in that one-hour time? What·· 

about all the other hours of people going by? I can't .imagine 

the backlog we' 11 have in municipal courts, not to mention the 

fact of overcoming the proof problems \ that I see in getting 

into court and establishing, under due process, that, in fact, 

the State has a case. 

It sounds like a nice idea when you first hear about 

it, but I can't imagine · the complications that you' re going. to 

have in a municipal court, overcoming burdens of.proof. 

· J A M E S A. A R E N A: Senator, if I may? Mr. Chairman? 

The problems that you're pointing out are exactly the 

type of problems that we' re trying to deal with. There are 

literally thousands of vehicles that are speeding. We have the 

densest number of vehicles of highway. miles of any state in the 

country. On any given day there are hundreds of thousands of 

vehicles speeding. The idea of the demonstration project would 

be to separate out those 24 hours, probably down to the highest 

one- and two-hour periods, that would have the highest number 

of vehicles, or those traveling at the highest speed, and 

literally keep working that· down to a manageable number. The 

statistics that we were speaking about were, in fact, on 80 and 

280, on the western end where 9200 vehicles were clocked. 

During that 9200 vehicles in one direction, there were 675 

exceeding 75 miles an hour. 

80s. The high speed was 103. 

There were many speeds in the 

After the variable message board was out there for 10 

days, no tickets, no warning letters--

SENATOR MATHEUSSEN: What's the variable message board? 

MR. ARENA: There's a message board. 
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SENATOR MATHEUSSEN: .·· It says, IIS1ow down"? 
. ... . . . 

MR. ARENA: . The device that:., s ori 80 . is not the photq 

radar; ·.That's .· a var iabie message . board that cari have messages . : 

electronically programm~d .into it . wh1ch · shoµld and could be 

used at. those high volume loccit ions to . advise. mOt~rists: that 
·. ·there is an eriforc~ment strategy at that location. ·. . · ... · · · .. · 

With just the variable message board '."'.""""', 10 days after 
· ;the message board was out there, the same two,· orie;_l:lour periods . 

, were surv.eyed -- 2.400 vehicles were surveyed, and only 92 w$re, . 

~xceeding 61 mil~~ an hour. So there really is not ~n intent .• 

to issue a.·· whole lot · of tickets, but rather go through a · 

three-step.strategy. 

Number one, advising motorist's through the var.iaole. 

mes~age board .that this is a high volume, high speed locati~rL 

~ >The second could be· warning letters where those 92 people who 
. " .. . 

. still were. exceeding either 67, or whatever . threshold is .. a·. 

•• manageable threshold, that. they were clocked exceeding the 
speed.· limit and. asked to slow down. After that warning l~tter 

phas.e that the other states are going through; . th.ere' s an:oth~r 

· so t; 80 .percen'.t :reduction in vehicle sreeding. Then, ·if th~se 

.· 9_2_ V~hicles are· down. to any manageable number -- · 10, .. 20: 30 •· 

those numbers could be addressed· through · traditional 

enforcement procedures. 

But as· we get·. higher and highet in volumes of numbers, 
. . .., .. 

then these are the major strategies that we would like to 

. experiment with.· 

The heavy trucks: We have heavy trucks at 75, 80, 82, 

84 miles an hour, right off the bumpers of _cars. Buses with 50 
people in them, 70, 72, 74 miles ··an hour. Through warning 

letters, without ever issuing a ticket, those two types of -

violations could be addressed, because trucks a~e covered by 

· the U.S. DO'l;'_ Federal Motor Carrier Regulations, and they must 

have a safety program. So .to the degree that letters are 

coming into· a trucking company that continually demonstrates. 

excessive speed, one has to address that. 
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The same thing with buses··urider P.U.C. -,... the Public 
. . . 

Utilities Commission. They' re 1 icensed. To the degree you can 

generate.documented data about what's goirig on: I' meap,. on the 

P'arkway there's, like, 1300 buses a day. 

SENATOR MATHEUSSEN: See, I agree with the theory that 

you' re talking about right now, ,because. you·; re talking . about 

··two.· ··standards. of proof. One. if·. y:ou' re . talking about·.· 

professional d~iyers 1 ike truck drivers and bus dri~ers, by you 

.. sending a warning letter to their com,pany, chances :are _after a. 
.. ' . . . . . . .·.· .· . 

series of buildups of warning letters; · that company· can a:ct in· 

a disciplinary form against that professional driver, · and 

. probably taking that driver off .the road e:ventua,lly. That's ·. 

the kind of driver. t.hat •'s on the road that sbould. be taken off. 

MR. ARENA: Agreed .. 

SENATOR · MATHEUSSEN: .· The · other burden . of . proof, 
. . 

however, is· far more greater; and. that's the one in er iminal 

court, traffic violations.· · I don't think that this system is 

designed to .be able to meet those criteria, that proof that 1s 
necessary to meet the burden of pr;oving someone guilty. 

But I do think it's a good idea that we have message 

boards out ·there. If it gets the. public to slow. down, then 

we' re accomplishing something. If it's· there to be. used· as 

· another dev;ice to give people tickets, I think we' re · spending 

our money needlessly, because I don't see in the court system 

that we' re ever going to get to be. able to prosecute people 

under this form. But a Trooper five miles down the· road, or 

two miles down the road after this message board would be a 

heck of an effective tool when those people decide, ."Well, the 

message board is back there, and the Trooper· is up there;" 

They' re going to continue to slow down or thtjly' re going tp get 

a ticket. · 

That's the difference. I don't think this is a device 

to give people tickets, but certainly it's a device to slow our 

people down and say, "Hey, look, you're ·going a little too 
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7 . . 
fast." Mayl:;>e even send them a ,warning letter. Of course, I'd 

. be concerned about the administra:tiye expense if we' re going to . . . . . . . . 

start s~ndirig ~ut warning letters. 

MR. ARENA: Well, the State of--
... • 

SENATOR MATHEUSSEN: Certainly .. the professional 

drivers on the road would.:...- That's a different· standard. 

That's a different- standard if you're going to send it to. 

companies. 

MR .. ARENA: Well, there are volumes of information on 

the constitutiona1 and the admissible issues that the Attorney. 

General's Office is in the process of digesting. 

SENATOR MATHEUSSEN:. I only reflect on my past 

experience as·. a municipal prosecutor. I know that if I. 

prosecute a speeding ticket, if I have a police ·officer or 

State Trooper. there, it generally takes l that . case _somewhere 

between 15 to 20 minutes to successfully prosecute that case. 

Tha·t•s with very "little expense on the opposite side. If they 

come in with a defense attorney, and they really want to go at 

it, _it could sometimes take up to an hour to prosecute that 

case. 

Now,· I'm not saying that's why we shouldn't do it. 
. ' . . . 

All I know is that the burdens of -proof that I must meet as the 

State are difficult criteria, and I don't think I could get it 

out of a photo machine and a camera; I need live.testimony. 

_MR. ARENA: Certainly we would like the opportunity to 

put a bunch of comprehensive information in front of you for 

your consideration in this regard.· 

, SENATOR MATHEUSSEN: I 'd be happy to see it . Thank 

you. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Have there ever been any · . court 

decisions involving this photo radar? 

MR. ARENA: Well, it's been used throughout Australia 

and Europe with no problems. It's being used in several of the 

western--
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SENATOR KOSCO: Yeah, but1 Australia? I'm talking 

about in the United States where we have attorneys on . every 

street. 

MR. WAUGH: 'rhat's one of the issues that we're in the 

process of researching. 

SENATOR KOSCO: I have a complete report here from 

Australia. It's totally different from how we would be using 

it here. But I'm wondering, if we are using it in California 

and in other states in the United States? 

MR' WAUGH: Yes . 

SENATOR KOSCO: And I 'm . wondering, has anyone 

contested it in court, and have th~re been court decisions? 

MR. WAUGH: From what we've seen so far, it's. working 

its way up into the Appel late Courts, but we haven't finished 

the research to find out whether there are reported cases that 

deal with it. , 

SENATOR KOSCO: Okay. My second question is, do the 

State Police have the right to even do a testing program 

without legislation giving them the right to do that? 

MR. WAUGH: Well, at this point, we're testing the 

machinery -~ the unit, technically -- and we' re looking at the 

possibility of getting into a warning letter phase. If we get 

into a ·phase. · of issuing summonses solely through this 

technology, one of the things we have to look at is whether we 

need enabling legislation. But I think in terms of studying 

it, we don't need any enabling legislation because we're 

studying it. 

SENATOR KOSCO: I'm looking at some statistics. We're 

concerned about speed; obviously, we' re all concerned about 

speed. But I'm looking at some statistics that I have · here 

from Bergen County. In Bergen County in 1991, we had 69 

fatalities. Out of the 69 fatalities that we had as far as the· 

causes of them, 11 of· them were negative pedestrian accidents 

-- it was a pedestrian that caused it to happen. Twenty-eight 
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were drug and alcohol related., . Eleven were improper driving, 

where they passed a red light, didh It $top at a sigh, went the 

wrong way on a one-way street. Three of . them· were debris in 

the roadway which caused them to lose control of .their vehicle, 

improper parking, or . , weather conditions. · And · only six were · 

attributed to high speed. 
. •. 

Now, if we have a $250, ooo grant to study speeding on···· 

the highways, and if these cameras cost · approximately $80,006 

apiece-- I\__s that the number? Do I remember that right? 

MR. WAUGH: Yes. That's relatively accurate. 

SENATOR KOSCO: I think the camera costs approxim·ately 

$80,000 apiece. Eighty thousand, for how many cameras are we 

. looking at eventually, if we had the program in effect, 10, 

20? You know, you could buy a State Trooper· put · a State . 
. . .· 

Trooper .on .. the road for that, and a car. 

That would go into other programs· where we would be 

able to detect drunk- driving, driving while under the influence 

or whatever. A camera · is :hot going to do that. It.' s. going to. 

tell you if someone is squiggling down the road,· obviously, but, 

it's not going to give you a balloon test. ·rt.'s not going tO 

give you a test so that you could prove anything. It's just 

going to show 1;:hat that person has done that. 

I'm concerned that we' re spending-- We' re considering 

spending a lot of money -- a lot of dollars -- on a program to 

stop people from going 70 miles an hour down Route 80, where if 

you, at this point -- and I think everybody in the room will··· 

agree -- if you go 55 miles an hour on Route 80, or the Garden 

State Parkway or the Turnpike, you're going to get hurt. 

You're going to get run over. 

I don't know. I think that if we're spending all this 

money and time and effort to slow the cars down, when out of 69 

fatalities in Bergen County, only six of them have been 

attributed to high speed-- I would say that most of your high 

speed accidents or deaths are in municipalities on local 
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streets where people are not going 80 miles an hour, but where 

the people are going 45 miles an hour in a 20 mile zone. I 

think that's the speeding that we have to address. 

Now, I know. what you're addressing, the Federal aid, 

and they don't care that someone goes 40 miles an hour in a 

school zone. The Federal government doesn't care that if 

you're. going down through a school zone, where Lincoln School 

is, and you're going 35 or 40 miles an hour. But they do care 

if you're going 75 miles an hour on Route 80, because that, 

supposedly, would have an effect on our Federal aid. Do you 

know of any state in the United States of America, for as far 

back as we can check, that has· been refused Federal · funding 

because. they were speeding and driving too fast on their 

highways? 

MR. ARENA: I don't know the answer to that, Senator. 

MR. WAUGH: We do know that--

SENATOR KOSCO: . Could someone find the answer to that 

question, because if the Federal government has never taken 

away Federal funding because someone is going 72, or 82 miles 

an hour on the highway, then my suggestion is to forget about 

it, because they' re never going to do it. I don't think they 

are going to make New Jersey the first one in the history of 

the United States to lose Federal funding. 

We've heard Federal funding us d as a whole lot of 

reasons why we do things -- the seatbelt law, the motorcycle 

helmet law. I don't know of any state that's lost Federal 

funding, to this day, because they did not pass a helmet . law. 

I don't know of any state that's lost Federal funding because 

they didn't pass a seatbelt law. They also went so far as to 

say that you can lose Federal funding if you put signs up on 

your highways · your billboards. "Let's remove billboard 

signs so that we can make everything look nice, and you' 11 get 

more Federal funding." I don't know of anybody who has lost 

Federal funding because they put up billboards on their 

highways. 
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So I don't. khow if that is a leqitimate reason for 

· invading people's· privacy ami using the photo radar? I don't 

know if that's a legitimate re~son? If it is~ I'd lik~. to know 

if there is a·. statistic that can tell me. that somewhere along 

the line, the Federal government pulled funds because of speed? 

Senator? 

SENATOR GIRGENTI: Jim, if I may, I Id like to just ask 

you a couple of quest ions. I'm sorry ·· I missed . your 

presentation earlier in the beginning, but. I've been doing ·a · .· 

little bit of reading. Is this basically an rexpetimentil 

program where the grant has been awarded for a two-year period? 

MR. ARENA: That's correct. 

SENATOR GIRGENTI: All right. Do you feel in 'this 

program now you have, or is the authority--. You . say you' re 

going to go, maybe, into a warning phase, · and then do they feel . 

they have the authority to issue summonses with this program, 

at this point in time? 

MR. ARENA: Again, that's a .. legal · question . that··. we 
have to completely · flesh out. With respect to Mr.. Chairman.1 s 

statistics, they're countywide statistics. There's a much more 

· comprehensive study that's been done by the Insurance Institute 

of Highway Safety · that shows that · speed as a significant 

contributing···. circumstance is . present in· between 30 arid 34 

percent of all the accidents. What·you may be seeing there is 

a major urban flush . to these accidents. But there. are very 

comprehensive statistics that show how speed does, in fact, 

contribute. 

Secondly, with the vehicle size declining each year in 

order to meet f:uel efficient standards, it becomes an added 

hazard to a high speed accident. An accident or a· crash that's 

survivable at 50 becomes less survivable at 60, and certainly 

not survivable at 70. And some of the speeds that we're seeing 

on the interstates and the transient roads that have a high 
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percentage of transient traffic -- 40 percent of the traffic 

from out of the State of New Jersey on the speed monitoring 
, 

survey on Interstate 80--

Speed monitoring is done in 28 locations around· the 

State. There are electronic wires buried in the roadway. The 

15 locations are randomly selected, and they study those 15 

locations for. a 24-hour period. On Interstate 80, in the 

24-hour period they did for the last fourth qu.arter survey, we 

have over-,;_ I' 11 just go to the high number. In the 24~hour 

period, 54 vehicles exceeding 87 miles an hour. That's in one 

location in the State of New Jersey. Certainly these are the 

kinds of extraordinary speeds that would be dangerous, to al low 

to continue, but even more dangerous to compound by having a 

police officer try to chase, those people down. 

In the year between 1990 and '91, reducing the number 

of excessive speeders, the Division of Highway Safety put 

nearly $750,000 of our Highway Safety Grant money into overtime 

speed enforcement programs. We only get $2.9 million a year. 

That $750,000, Mr. Chairman, could be directed better to those 

local projects and DWI projects that really need the help. But 

in order to submit a plan of act ion to the U.S. DOT on a 

statewide basis, and feeling significantly impressed th~t 

speed, in fact, causes us some problems, in an attempt to bring 

those high speeds down, those moneys• were directed into 

overtime programs. 

SENATOR GIRGENTI: The grant you have is with the· 

special enforcement demonstration project? 

MR. ARENA: That's correct. 

SENATOR GIRGENTI: Is this the only project within 

that, or is this the only experimental phase, or are there 

other ideas being used as part of this grant? 

MR. ARENA: Well, there's a laser speed measuring 

device that's also included in that grant. That's a 
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· traditional radar gun that sends a light beam out instead of a 

radio signal. But that's·handled by one person, and it doesn't 

contain the automated technolo~y. 

SENATOR GIRGENTI: So there'Si ,no other project? 'fhis' 

is really-- The program is this photo r~d~r? 
. . . ·. . 

MR, ARENA: We have other demonstration grants. We · 

have $3 million in emergency 911,communications money. 

SENATOR GIRGENTI: No, no. I'm·. talking about just, 

£rem this specific grant ~ere. 
' . 

MR. ARENA:- _There's a 403 category ·for demonstration 

grants. The 911 allowed. Hunterdon County, Gloucester County, 

and the State Police to implement a state-of-the-art, 911 

emergency notification system.· There's still $500,000 in that 

grant that's available for either a county.or a group.o.f 

municipalities to compete for, to try_ and ttelp them ·to provide 

the state--of-the-art. 

And there are other. demonstration programs, but within 

this particular program, it's the photo _radar device and the 

laser speed measuring device. 

SENATOR GIRGENTI: And now there's what, three other 

states, :plus our State? 

MR. ARENA: There's two, the State of Michigan and the 

State of Washington. 

SENATOR GIRGENTI: From what I've read, and maybe you 

can correct me, a lot of the information that I've read, that 

this has been an unpopular type of program in the places that 

it's been used in the country? 

MR. ARENA: That's not completely true. It's being 

used ve.ry successfully-- Wel 1, there's a mix. It was •. very 

. unpopular in Texas, where a photograph of a public official was 

taken and mailed to his house, and that, of course, has gotten 

a lot of- mileage out of that particular piece of information .. 

But in the locations where it's been responsibly put together, 

it's been acc~pted very well. 
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-A,. lot -of -the ·information 1 iri New:Jer.sey is quite 

exaggerated, __ false and expanded; 

SENATOR GIRGENTI: One of the things !' understand now,. 
- the 55-mile_;per-hour ·. limit on the Parkway;o.r the Turnpike,• if 

you--;- . If that perso·n were to go 10 miles ~ver. that, would th_at 

be what the program is doing rightnow? 

MR. ARENA:'_ The threshold is always'a very sensitive. 

question:. -We haven't even begun .t~ address __ that· threshold,· 

What we I re .. looking . at. ate those extraord.inari ly high, speeds 

that coµld cause us·-,s~me added penalties if _th~y're'hot brought 

down within reasonable parameters. Certainly, a ._.-vehicle 

-- - traveling at 55 -- and 50 percent of our vehicles are traveling 

at 55 -- if that vehicle was struck by another vehicle going 

_ 103, _- it would. be· the same as sitting at a red light -and getting 
' . . 

hit by a vehicle going 48 miles an hour. That's a fatal crash. 

· And on 80 and·- 280 we' re seeing a lot of those fatal 

crashes. · Twenty-five percent of the_ crashes killed 

out-of:._state people. Forty-six percent of the crashes-· involved 

out...:.of-state vehicles. · There is also a high percentage of 
. . . 

. corrunercial vehicles out there, as well, involved in crashes, 

and they would basically be the focus of this demonstration. 

SENATOR GIRGENTI: Just a final question. What is the 

end result of this grant? What are - they looking for? I mean, 

you don't have a conclusion right now? You'· re saying that you 

want to see if this type of system works? What, basically, are. 

you trying to do through this grant? 

MR. ARENA: What we' re trying to -- do through this grant 

is actually threefold: 

Number· one, to do a comprehensive evaluation, if the 

equipment-. and· technology is reliable. 

Number two, would _there be criteria capable of being -

developed for its legality and admissibility? 

And number three, what are all the issues inherent to 

this particular issue, and can they_ be thoroughly researched 
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and some observations a.nd. conclusions . made about. them so that 
. . . . 

at the end of. this entire research demonstration project we tan· 

sit down and examine the information and say, are we ·inclined 

to move forward and look at·.· policy, . and what are the issues, 

and what are the ramifications of those issues? 

SENATOR ,GIRGENTI: . During 'this experimental >phase,·, 

this two-year . demonstration, would there ever be a point where 
. - ' . . ·- . " . 

people would be issued summonses through the mai 1? · .•. . 

MR;. ARENA: That; s a question that's. difficult. for me 

.·to. answer right now. . There is a number of criteria that. are 

involved there. Probably in some cases. 

Let's take the example of 280, where . 2100 vehicles. 

were measured and then with the. variable message · board~ 675 · 

that we1re exceeding 67 miles an hour were brought down to 92. · ·· 

If, . tnrough a warning letter stage, those 92 . were reduced to 

. 25, then certainly traditional speed enforcement means could 

address that. There's not really any anxiety or excitement 

about· mailing tickets ·through the mail~ but rather the 

· strategies ::-- the variable message boards, the warning letter.s, 

the _manned patrols -- to bring those speeds down is the intent 

of this demonstrat.ion project. 

·. MR. WAUGH: I think I should add that there is a ·lot 

of study that has to be done before we ever get to .that point.;. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Senator Scott? 

SENATOR SCOTT : Thank you, .Mr. Ch~irman.· Has there 

been a fiscal impact. on New Jersey after this--· Let's·. assume 

this goes through, and everybody loves it, and we all vote for 

it, and we want to see it happen. We're talking about $25-0,000 
I 

for a very small part of the year on this. Has- the fiscal 

impact been projected that if it were to be implemented~ do we 

know what the cost will be down the line? 

MR. WAUGH: That would have to be part of .the study to 

'figure out how we would use it, what the cost -would be, whether 

it's cost-effective. 
7 
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SENATOR SCQTT: I think· we should,t perhaps, look at 

that early on so when we' re talking about budgets we may say, 

· "Hey, you know, we can't . really afford to. throw in a few 

hundred million,." or whatever it may cost. I don't know. I 

have no idea;· But · when I go up and down parkways and turnpikes 

and interstates and regular highways, it could become 

prohibitive. 

SENATOR KOSCO: . Well,· the plus.· side of this . thing, 

Senator I. t.his could become a revenue. producing program; where 

if th~y• re catching, 80 percent of the cars. speeding and issue 

them tickets, we could close the deficit just like 'that. 

SENATOR SCOTT: You' re right there. I think-- Well 

let me .say, · that was rhetorical more than anything else, 

because I assume you are going· to have a fiscal impact 

somewhere along the line. 

You' re right, Mr. Chairman, we could. And if we ever 

want perfection irt our society, 'perhaps we could have even more 

devious means, a satellite beaming radar down. I'm sure, 

somehow today~ ·we could -- the technology is there-- We could 

have our satellite over New Jersey and get them. 

I have a problem with the-- Obviously. the owners are 

the only ones that are going to receive the ticket, because you 

really can't. identify. the driver, even with a picture. As 

Senator Matheussen said, he would hate to have to go to court 

with something like that. Plus, the next thing you' 11 see is 

tinte~ windows. Obviously. that negates any identification of 

who is in the automobile. 

When you mail this violation, assuming it's. to the 

owner, do you al so ma i 1 it to the insurance comp.any·? 

MR. WAUGH: I don't believe that that's done in the 

other states. 
' SENATOR SCOTT: Well, if this w,ere done, which I can 

see it happening very easily, it wbuld be mailed to the 

insurance company to make sure that they get their pound of 
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flesh .. At that point-- Now, remember the timing .. We heard 

from Senator Matheus sen: We have a township. with 60QO people 

with a municipal judge, part-time, on Monday nights. He's got 

250 in one hour, in one day, and if they' re doing it on a 

weekly basis, he's looking at l:<JOO people there, with another 

thousand attorneys, perhaps. In the meantime., the insurance· 

•· rolls on.·. They've already·· issued him surchqirges and. points. 

· That's already happened because that's in the mechanism. 

MR. WAUGH: Well, . I'm not sure that an .insurance 

company can issue surcharges based on a summons as opposed to a 
·. conviction. 

SENATOR SCOTT: Well, he's. already got the summons, 

doesn't he?·· There's a possibility. 

I want you, when you' re reviewing this-- There's more 

to it th.an to just say, "I got me a speeder." 

MR. WAUGH: Wel L there's.:...-

SENATOR SCOTT: There~s an awful lot.to it. 

MR. WAUGH: When a summons is given to.an' individual 

• in the normal way that it happens now,· a copy of .the ticket .is 

not mai 1 ed to the insur a.nee companLes, so I don't know why it 

.would be done differently. 

SENATOR SCOTT: Well, very simply, because now we have 

a mechanism to do all this automatically. I don't like that, 

because a possibility sits there that when you' re mailing them 

out they' re just going to fly out there to the DMV and so on, 

and they' re· the ones-- There are a lot of problems · that I have 

with it. Because after all, they think, "Once a machine got 

you, how can a machine be wrong?" You know, I mean, you've got 

to be guilty. You have a picture. 

I agree here · that I. think one of the greatest 

deterrents· in terms of speed is that parked pol ice car on a 

highway, Here I am going 55 miles an hour, speeding down the 

hiqhway at 55, and everybody slows down to 35 on the Turnpike. 

It might be a little higher than that, but they slow right 
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. . . . . . .. 

··down, · and you have a traffic jam when you see a .police car on 

patrol on the shoulder. . He·. doesn It ha.;;e ;to do. a· thing, but 
. . 

he's there. I think we all do it. Rather than going' into 

something like this. . ... .. 

I have one question. Do you' thinlc .that : the · speed 

limit. on the Parkway, the . Turnpike, the - interstate highways, 
. . 

should'be increasedto65 miles perhour? 
. . 

MR. ARENA: First of all,, there .are a number. of 

qualifiers for . setting . speed . limits. The tnajor ity _ of those 

qualifiers are set by Federal defin,i tfon .. 

SENATOR SCOTT: Fifty thousand, urbanatea? : 

MR. ARENA: Yes, I think ther_e' s 97 percent of our 

highways around the 'State, 'we don It have that choice. . In the 

areas where it may c;vialify to be raised, .a. couple of things 

would happen. The signing, and the cost to DOT to do that 

signing ·. is rather · exorbitant. And then there ·. are some 

recommend~tions by some · of the. profes$ional national groups -

highway engineers and highway safety. officials, that you 

shouldn It raise that limit unless you Ccin do so for at least a. 

20-mile continuing basis. What would happen in New Jersey with· 

the high concentration of trucks is that a person could go from 

a 55. to a 6.5 zone. and then miss the sign coming back down to 55 

again,·and then perhaps be ticketed without--

SENATOR SCOTT: But I think we all agree, New Jersey 

on the major interstates and on the Parkway, the.person in the 

right lane may be going_ss, but nobody else is going 55 on, that 

· highway except somebody • in the extreme right and he's being -

horns beeping and everything else, to get out of the way .. 

So the fallacy is that we' re a safe highway system 

because we adhere to the· 55 mile per hour . speed limit. In 

reality, we're nowhere close to it .. It's acknowledged that 

they won't bother -you if you' re going 64 or 65. Nobody bothers 

you. 
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. . . 

MR. ARENA: Well, I. can't speak to that, Senator, but 
. . 

let me go.back and go through some of your comments. 
The fiscal . impact study that · needs to. be done in 

conjunction with.the radar demonstration .project is the cost of 
accidents. On those two stretches of 80 and 280, we've had to 
do three years··. of accident research, and the cost of the fatal 

· injury and property damage accidents on the road is between $32 .· 
. million and $42 million. As I said previously:...,... 

SENATOR SCOTT: Hold on.a second, What is that? 
. . 

MR. ARENA: Between $32million and $42 miilion. 
SENATOR SCOTT: .For what? 

MR. ARENA: For the cost of fatal injury and property 
damage accidents on.those stretches of roadway. 

SENATOR SCOTT: What cost· is it? I mean,. how do you 

determine~- What is the cost? Is it--

MR. ARENA: The numeric·numbers come from two sources, 
· the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, and the 
· Centers for Disease Conttol in Atlanta, Georgia. They both are 
well published. As an example, the Centers for Disease Control 

puts the cost of a fatal accident at $429, ooo. . The medical 
costs, insurance ccistst property damage, aid to dependent 

families, lost work revenue. There's a whole bunch of elements 
•that lead to that. 

When we have these crashes as we've had on 80 and 280, 

it's the New Jersey police officer that responds; it's the New 

Jersey EMS that responds; it's the New Jersey medevac 

helicopter that responds. And then they go to our trauma 

centers. In some of these cases, and we have to flesh this 
out·, those persons are uninsured, and we are unable to recover 
those costs. So with vehicles at 80 and 90 and 103 miles an 
hour, if we can bring those- speeds down, we have to measure 

what's the impact on the accident. 

SENATOR SCOTT: If I may? 
MR. ARENA: Sure. 
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. . . 

SENATOR SCOTT: You .. know, when you talk about 80, 90, 

10_0; 110 miles. an ho;1.1r, I d~n' t think' anybody is disagreeing 

:witp. that. You k~ow, I have -hit 100 in my life and I'm going 

to; tell you something, it·· s ~ thrill a Second. When you get up 

that high' ~nd. you> start passing everything by at 1ooc..:...:. ThQt 

·· ... was many years ago. You. slow down. I wouldn't do .it today. 

!'d be scared. I. don't know how they do 220 on a: racetrack. I .... ·. . . . :· ', . . \ 

can'Ot; envision ·it .• 

But what. we' re, talking about, you know:-:-- And here's 

t:he thi;ig< that I think c.oncerns. most of us: Getting··· the photo 

tadar, >and ~hat we' re doing is, ''_Yeah, we' re, going to get that 

.guy at 103 .. Fine, we:re ·going to nail him," and so on. We're 
: . . . 

also·· going to get some people cioing the 68, and it can be 

reversed, it .. cari drop · all the way down to 55, because 

eyen~ua l ly they '. 11 say, " If that ' s the law-...:" · And we ' ve been 
. . 

·quoted>before by DMV. .and--so on. If the law says this, then 

that's .·-. what · it is.. And they will ·. then provide tickets· 

automatically going out. And you will inundate the courts.· 

And youtre right, Chairman~ we Will have revenue. If 

the money · goes to the treasury, ·we may balance the budget on 

tickets, but I'm going, to .tell· you something else. There's 

Such a thing out thereas the public. 

MR, ARENA: I understand. -

SENATOR SCOTT: And there will be a hue and cry like 

you've never seen before·. If you want, rough up the highways 

so we can't go more than 55 miles an hour. 

SENATOR KOSCO: They're doing that now. (laughter) 

· SENATOR SCOTT: Well, I' 11 tell you, coming.· down 

today, there's a couple o! places where you' re lucky to get to 

55 on the Turnpike. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Okay. 

SENATOR SCOTT: . It's just not the thing. There's too 

many things that are wrong with that .. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Okay. Senato'r? 
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. . ,• 

SENA'l'OR SMITH: Yes. Mr.', Ar,ena--

SENATOR KOSCO: Excuse me. 
' ', 

Before you _ get started. 

All of us have been. checked· in to the quorum.· call in .case we · 

· .. run a little bit o'ver . 

. SENATOR SMITH: If I had been you preparing for this 

Cammi ttee hearing~- I would have brought one of these pictures 

with me. Did you do that? 

MR. ARENA: No, sir,, I didn't. 

SENATOR SMITH: I'm dying to see·. what . one of · these 
. : . . . -. . 

pictures looks like, and I can't im~gine holding a hearing on 

this photo radar without actually ·seeing one_ of the pictures. 

I think we need-to see that. 
' ' 

· Is the picture..:..- I guess the idea is to take both the 

license pla~e and the picture of the driver at the· s_ame time; 

is that right? 

MR .. · ARENA: The high quality . camera is capable of 

t_akirig ·either an approaching photograph of the vehicle-~ Let's 

deal' with .that• for just .a minute. That photograph negative 

•. goes oh what they call a. photo imager, which is. a television.· 

screen that's associated with the negatives. The photo imager 

is · capable of blowing up the license plate o_r the face of the 

· driver on that photo imaging scre~n, and then if there is . a 

print, in the upper right hand corner it will list the time, 

date, place, hour~ highway, etc. 

SENATOR SMITH: So the photo image is like one frame, 

but you can zero in and magnify? 

MR. ARENA: That's correct, yes. 

SENATOR SMITH: I read in one of these ·articles that 

we were supplied with that the way they work it, I guess at 

least in one state, is that the person that is accused has the 

_opportunity to come in and view the picture, and if at that 

point it doesn't look clear, or doesn't look like that· person 

is the driver, the police officer can throw out the ticket 

himself. I don't know if'that's -appropriate, but that's what I 

read here. 
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One -of the·. comments was-..:. Thts wa.s an iristi.rance agent 

had "gotten stopped by one of these phd~o radars, or gotten 

a: ticket through one of them., He says he looked at the picture 

.. an<it "Clearty· it was my car, but. because of 'the focus .and _the 

dirt on· the windshield, you couldn't see who. was driving." 

. Now,·. are· we: going .. :to ·encourage·· pecip1e to drive around with 

.· dirty windshields, or ~re we· going to pass a law that says, if · 

,:you-have a dirty windshield you I re a dis.orderly person?. 
. . ' .. : '-. -- ',. : . . . . . 

· ; The >point · I '.m trying to make is, . the. whole system 
.· ·_: lieems ~itr~[lle:iy' int~usive to me/ and the idea: of taking · a 

.picture througl1 a· window, even though it· s a car window, is 

· extremely intrusive. · You may as well be taking a picture 

. through a bedroom window. It remindi:;; me of George Orwell's 
· .. · 'i book. · What ,was. it ..:._ 111984 11 ? They had the monitor right in 

·· the house. Maybe we ought to put monitors on sti;eet · corners 

; where there. is high. crime,' and watch everybody. I think that Is 

.whatthis,is getting to. I. think it's a bad way to start into 
·. this thi_ng. 

MR. WAUGH: Well, Senator, I.think that when a car is 

.. stopped for speeding the pol ice officer sees who is in the car, 

presumably makes a . record or . who. is in the car,.· or at least of 

who the driver is.· 

SENATOR SMITH: That ' s right .. 

MR. WAUGH : Peop I e, when they drive down the street , ·. I 
• • •. • • C 

don't think haye ·anywhere· near the same expectation of. privacy 
that they do in their house. 

• SENATOR SMITH: No, but you know when · there's other 

cars around. You .know when people. can see inside the car. 

With this device you don't know where it is, you don't know 

when .. your ·· picture is being taken, and your . privacy is 
I 

. completely gone .. 

MR. WAUGH: Well, I think that at least one of the 

things that's being studied is that this. would be· done with 

notice so that people would know where it was. And I suppose 

one--
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SENATOR SMITH: Whoa, whoa, whoa. What do you mean? 

MR. ARENA: Senator, if I may? 

SENATOR SMITH: What good is that? 

MR. WAUGH: The good is that it slows people· down. 

The goal is not necessarily to hand out summonses. 

SENATOR SMITH: Well, then, okay. I think we're 

concerned about handing out summonses on this thing. 

SENATOR SCOTT: Excuse me. It's not--

MR. ARENA: We're concerned with bringing the high 

speed of motorists down. And with the volumes. of vehicles we 

have on some of our roadways, clearly, we could never take 

enough photographs and issue enough tickets to do it. But by 

saying -,-- on a 20-mile, or a 10-mile stretch of 280, you put 

the variable message board out for a month saying -- "We' re 

going to use photo radar here." And then for the next two or 

three months we send out warning letters to those people who 

were at excessive high speeds--

SENATOR SMITH: Well, that assumes you never have new 

people using the roads. 

MR. ARENA: Well, you do. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Let's not have a general 

conversation. Let's direct the questions and get answers and 

go on to the next one, or else we'll just stay here with 

general conversation. 

SENATOR SMITH: 

wanted to make. 

All right. That's the only point I 

SENATOR KOSCO: Does anyone have anything different to 

ask -- anything new to ask? If not, we' 11 go on to the next 

witness. 

SENATOR GIRGENTI: Just one thing, Lou. 

Are these devices, are they unmanned, the photo radar, 

or is someone going to be there to stop the person at some 

point? 
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MR. ARENA: We have no· intention of ·leaving the device 

· unmanned. One of the reasons we' re doing · this is .to try to 

develop intelligence information as to what . locations of our 

•- highways have the highest speeds . by the highest number of 

··vehicles. And clearly, with the volumes we have; . I don't see 

the point in going unmanned. It just doesn ! t seem to be any 

sens.e to· that at this point.-. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Al 1 right. 

Pete McDonough and Sam Cunninghame. ·. 

I.' d like to now -call on 

If you fellows will .stay, 

because we may have some more questions of ·you?. 

Are you leaving? 

SENATOR SCOTT: I have a committee meeting. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Okay . 

. SAMUEL ··t. CUNNING H'AM E: · Thanks for having us 

on; Mr. Chairman. t 'm Sam Cunninghame. with the New Jersey 

. Motor Truck Association. On the way in this morning I heard a 
• • ' i ' 

news commentator say that there was going to be a hearing .he>re 

this morning in Room No. 

going to be. used against 

9 regarding photo radar as 

cars, 

it was 

· and lobby for it this morning. 

so I was going to come in here 

But I knew. that they really 

·meant trucks~ also. 

The Attorney General was quite comprehensive in his 

presentation. The only question I have is, I think he signed 

. in as a supporter of the bills, even though _he said he was in 

· the middle of the road. We have. some real world questions 
· about this kind of a program, and any comments that. I make are 

assumed that there is . no humanoid present to intercept · the 

vehicle. 

We deal with members of ·our Association that are not 

only in the for hire truck business, we have allied· members 

that are in the truck leasing business. For example, the Ryder 

System· has hundreds of thousands of one-way trucks. Forget 

about the long~term rentals~- and the Attorney General touched 

· on some of these things -- the one-year and the three-year. 
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rentals. Forget about them . 

We're, talking about people 

. We're talking 

who are using 

about 

these 

one-way. 

trucks; 

primarily,· .to move their· household effects. Who receives the · 

summons, the. person who rented the. truck, if they could· ever· 

find him at the old address that he's coming from or at the new . 
' ' 

address that he's going to? · Many out-,of-state power uni ts _;_ 
. . . . : ' ' 

the tr~ctors -- have one license plate to the rear: so th~n ~he· 

trai1er plate Would be exposed to a photo~ arid the trai1er 

·plates, in many cases, . come . f ram leasing pools. Hundreds. of 

thousands of trailers come from leasing pools, or from· the 

State of Maine. Do they look up and find that it's a P.O. Box 

number in Bangor as the only identification that the photo may 

.have? 

Muddy plates were mentioned. The. clarity of the 

plates certainly is an issue. Some states register the plates· 

to · a vehicle. New Jersey, of course, registers to an 

. individual. How is it . handled .when a plate carries on with 

other. owners? 

winners. 

I know Jim Arena quite wel I, and .he usually picks 

But in this case, on this issue, I don't think he's 

.going to win. 
' - ' 

Most of the comments about this have already been made 

this morning. I find myself in the position of· being torn 

apart, where on the one hand our industry does, and ·is, 

supposed to support safety. On the other hand, we look at . 

this, particularly in the leasing business, as an 

administrative burden -- an impossible administrative burden· 

to identify drivers. 

Maybe I could just conclude with the thought that even 

· though we' re for safety, we just are not sure how much that 

wo.uld cost, and that's our concern in this case. Thank you. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Thank you. Senator. 

PETER. J. McDONOUGH: Mr. Chairman, thank you 

very much for allowing me this time. I represent the Motor 

Truck Association as their in-house lobbyist. However, I'm not 
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. . . . 

testifying for them, or on behalf of the~ ... ··• i 'm testifying as a 

former State. Senator, · whose roomm~te in college· got in 'trouble 
·. with this little program that you;re talki.ng about: now; . 

' . .~ . . . . . . ' . 

This was in qne of our · contiguous states.· I'm hot 

going to mention· the state. I'm not going to mention his name, 

or his former wife's name, 
MR. CUNNINGHAME: It ' s · not McDonough. · · 

MR.McDONOUGH:·· It's hot-a ·f~mily memb~r; a fraternity 

member, but that's all. 
He got married,· and where ··I·.·. suppose . Probably h~d 15 · 

happy years out of 25, which isn't too bad. L know his last 15 

years he had· real troubles, and he happened to· get a 

girlfriend, and his wife de'tected this and said to him, ,"Teddy, 

you' re getting. one warning. You've already . had it. If . it 

happens again, this is history."· 

Two years later -- he had broken up· with this young 

lady· -- two years · 1ater · he met . her again, and they, were 

photographed· on the highway, The ticket was sent to. his home. 

'Today he is divorced, remarried, settled with that state 

that contiguous state for $50,000. settlement· based on 

infringement of privacy, is what he told me. 

Gentlemen, I think it's·a bad'bill. 

SENATOR SMITH: Did he marry the, g.ir1? 

MR. McDONOUGH: He married .the other. Yes, he did. 

And I met him in Atlantic City about four years ago and he- said 

·how happy he was. He got a much younger wife. He got $50,000, 

and I said, "Teddy, will you tell me now what it cost you for 

the divorce?" He said, "That's none of your business."· 

SENATOR KOSCO: So, you see, you should be in f aver of 

the photo. 

SEN.AT.QR SMITH: .so that's an argument in favor of the 

· bill. 

MR. McDONOUGH: B~t that is a true, true actual 

story. ·• It· is a contiguous state who had this system. You ask 

• the cost of having this system. They no longer have it. 
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SENATOR KOSCO: Does anyone have any questions of Mr. 
Cunnirtghame? (no response) 

I'don't want to ask Pete any more questions. 

MR. McDONOUGH: I'm starting to feel red in the ears .. 

. SENATOR KOSCO: . Okay. Thank you very much. 

MR. CUNNINGHAME: · Thank you .. 

MR. McDONOUGH: Thank you. 
SENATOR KOSCO: Next we' 11 have Dave Ben-Asher., from 

the Public Advocate's Office. 

D A V I D H. B E N - A S H E R, ESQ~ : Good morning. · I 
could tell you some stories of same interesting divorcies I've 

handled which you would enjoy. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Let's address the bill. 

MR. BEN-ASHER: I'll try to do that. 

We share a number·· of• the views that have been 

expressed by 

positions that 

can expand on 

members. of the Committee, and some· of the 

the Attorney General has come to, but I think we 

that a bit. and offer you some additional 

thoughts, and post some warning signs -- no puns- intended .,...- as 

to specific problems that should be addressed. if this ever 

advances in any substantial direction. I'll try. to speed 

through my comments as long as this isn't covered by a camera. 

We readily acknowledge that the lowering of accident 
. ; 

· rates in New Jersey is- overwhelmingly in the interest of New 

Jersey's citizens. It's also in the public interest that Ne;.v 

Jersey ensure its eligibility for maximum Federal funding of 

the State's highways and roads by encouraging the public to 

.drive at 1awful speeds. 
According to the Division of Highway Traffic Safety, 

photo radar technology may be an effective, ,if experimental, 

tool in achieving these goals; But public concern has been 

voiced that a photo radar system could soon be used to penalize 

our State's drivers. If the proposed technology were used as 

the primary or.· sole evidence of a driving infraction, · photo 
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radar would J?OSe significant and aS yet 'llntested constitutional ' 

and fairness issues. - We ,.cannot, at. this.-very early stage, 
. . 

.anticipate how courts would. or should resolve· those legal 
. . . ' . ; .• . . 

· · issues:.·· For that re-a:son, photo radar technology should be 

· limited to the experimental,, informational uses pre>posed by the 

Division. 
. . . . 

· The Public. Advocate therefore tirges -the Legislature to 

:take no actioti for the time being to authorize or_•· to. bar this· 

te~hnology for · any law · enforcement purposes,: whether for 

issuing warning, letters or summonses to> drivers for a11eged 

moving vi01atiohs. 
In recent weeks, · New Jersey newspapers ·· have printed · 

several articles >relating to the new photo radar technology. 

Press coverage has sparked public debate, as well . a:s public 

curiosity and concern. To date, however, · the nature and 

proposed-· uses of the -· technology have remained as obscure as 
when photo radar;s·.·first notice-appeared in the press. 

>The public discussion has followed two events: First, 

the· announcement that photo radar has arrived in New Jersey as 

part of a two-year test program funded by the National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administration; and second, the in_troduction · -

or the promise of future introduction -- in both the Senate. and 

the·Assembly of bills which would·either authorize, or limit, 

or even bar the use of unattended photo . radar devices as the 

means of enforcing State speed laws. 

To become more informed about this. issue, the . Public 

Advocate has sought a demonstration of the proposed photo radar 

system. 

not yet· 

proposal. 

We were informed by the Division that the system is 

r.eady for · such review, that its· use is·· only in the 

stage. We have been as~ured that we would be allowed 

to view the system when and if it becomes ready, but that time 

is weeks or months away. Presumably the Committee~ in 

considering any legislation, would also seek demonstration. 
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Nevertheless,. details have continued to be discussed· 

publicly by the Division'. We have read speculative reports 

that photo radar may· be used. to enable law enforcement off ice.rs 

to issue summonses weeks after an alleged infraction,· or to 

issue letters of warning for such alleged violations of State . 

·speed limits. 

There are several pol icy, issues raised immediately by 

the debate. Our State's speed laws are designed to protect.·· 

drivers,. passengers arid .pedestrians. Studies have proven that 

when drivers abide by speed laws, citizens are less likely to 

be injured or killed; or · to bear costs of property damage, 

hospital bills or .increases in insurance rates. If this new 

technology can advance the State's interests in saving lives 
and· .. money, it is clearly in the interest of. t'axpayers and 

insurance ratepayers· that photo radar be used for those 

specific purposes. 

But we must bear in mind that New Jersey's law ·· 

enforcement officers ha~e the formidable responsibility of 

ensuring not only that motorists abide by· State traffic. laws; 
. . 

but also that those laws· are enforced . uniformly, fairly, and 

eff' iciently. 

And individuals have the right to adequate notice of 

any charges and. penalties which they may face for any alleged 

violation of traffic laws. They must be accorded sufficient. 

opportunity to confront the. evidence of any violation_ alleged. 

They must also be able to cross-,examine the human being who has 

caused them to be charged with a traffic offense. It is these 

interests that we must bear in mind, . and debate .and evaluate, 

before photo radar can ~e a?thorized as a means of prosecuting 

our State's citizens for alleged driving infractions. 

In that regard, it is important to heed arid to 

distinguish prior court decisions· which have long authorized 

the use of other radar technology for law enforcement 

.purposes. In one 1980 case, a panel of judges on our State 
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Appellate evaluated the reliability of K-55 Radar, an older 

type of radar which had to be operated by a human being and did 

not have a camera component. The court held that, , "K-55 ·. Radar 

is completely reliable as a speed measuring device provided 

that it is properly operated by an individual who is competent 

to operate the radar after having been trained in its use." 

· The Court stressed two requirements: the competence of the 

technology, and the separate competence of the operator. While 

deeming the radar an accurate and reliable tool for the 

measurement of speed, the Court nonetheless emphasized that the 

radar's accuracy and reliability in any case are no better than 

the skill of the person operating the radar . 

. The Court's concerns should be noted with regard to 

photo radar. The Division is not yet even asking us to 

evaluate photo radar as an accurate or reliable tool for the 

measurement of speed. The Division has only asked the public, 

'. so far, to bear with it as it tests and experiments with the 

system; 

In the case I just cited, the Court required that in 

any prosecution for speeding based on K-55 Radar, the reviewing 

court must first evaluate the sp~cific training and extent of 

experience of the ,officers operating the radar. There has been• 

public speculation that the photo radar system might someday be 

used to issue tickets where no police officer has witnessed the 

alleged infraction, or where no officer would be available in 

court to testify to that alleged event. Reported decisions of 

our State courts have uniformly stressed the critical nature of 

a law enforcement officer in a traffic violation case involving 

radar. Our courts have given no indication that they would 

uphold any driver's conviction where the radar device was 

unattended or working at machine-gun speed, too fast for a 

human operator to note individual targets of the machine's 

recordings. The ability of drivers to conduct their defense in 
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· speeqing cases. would significantly decline if a radar monitor·· 

were not operated · by a person later available for · 

cross"""'.e:x:amination at a hearing. 

· The noti·ce . issues raise a similar concern. If .. a 
'-

motorist is not stopped to. be served with a summons, and 

instead receives that summons days or weeks later,- th.at 

mot:orist wi 11 have, . at best,. an·.· impaired·· abi 1 i ty to defend 

.. against . the . charge. How many drivers wi 11 . be able to recall 

the circumstances and to defend themselves adequately wheri they · 

receive a summons days after an event· described as fo1 lows· on a 

ticket which arrives in the mail: · 25 days earlier, at 9:43 

a.m., a car registered in that motorist's name was clocked by a 

photo radar device as having travelled at 73 miles pei hour at 

milepost 120 on the Garden State Parkway? 

How does one construct their defense? How does one 

even have· a meaningful knowledge of the alleged offense? No 

. discrimination against ~ignpost 120 is intended. 

Moreover, if summonses are mailed after the alleged 

offense, the legislative intent in enacting the. point system of 

progressive penalties will be undermined. Drivers· with no 

points could learn days after taking a single drive .that they 
' ' 

were photographed speeding at several localities and now face 

summonses which _would total enough points to cause a suspension · 

of their driving privileges, from a single trip. Or they may 

learn the same result thereafter, although they've been in 

California for the past month, having assumed al.l the while 

that the family car was still in the driveway back in Ewing. 

If, after study and debate, it is concluded by the 

Division, the Legislature, and ultimately, the courts that 

photo .. radar is sufficiently advanced and reliable, and· that it 

should be used for law enforcement purposes, it is our 

tentative view that any such program should i,nclude at le·ast 

the following procedural protections for New Jersey drivers: 
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l) Each machin.e shou'id ·be regularly teste.d · and have a 
·. . . . 

current certification of calibration .and 9-Ccuracy. 

2) Each machine shotHd be. operated at a site by a 
. trained and competent law enforcement. off iciai. 

3) Po.lice should, ncit be permitted to serve su~onses · 
. . 

after the time of t~e 6ffense. 

4) Motorists·who are charged with speeding who wish to 

obtain a copy of the radar photo ta.ken at the time of. the· 

.. · alleged violation should be ab_le to do so· without 9ost in money 
. ·or·. time. They should. not have to make an. additional trip to 

the municipal court or to any ~ther location for that purpose: 

Finally; I note that .the New Jersey Supreme Court,.· in 

recently. having .declined to accept . recommendations from cine of 

its committees that it util.ize advanced · court reporting 

technology to replace court reporters was . quoted making the 

following statement: "Our reservations and conditions should 

be unde'rstood to reflect our belief that caution is required in 

this area, that. the judiciary will be better served by testing 

the technology before making any long-term commitment.,.· We do 

not · intend to substitute· technologies· that are theoretically 

superior to proven human product." 

This is the same caution that should guide us and the 

Committee in dealing with photo radar. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Thank you. 
Okay. How about Steve Catrellas, New J.ersey Chapter, 

National Motorists Association? Please~ as i usually do, don't 

repeat anything that's already been addressed. I would just 

like to have new testimony and new. information. 

S T E P H E N G. C A R R E L L A S, P. E. : I won' t even 

repeat my name and organization. I will say it's a pleasure to 

be here. Usually I'm the lone voice of the motorist on this 

issue, but .from· listening to you folks here, and I suspect 

people who will follow, that's not going t9 be the case today. 
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I'd like to start out by quoting from 

Star-Ledger's summary of activities from their April 

forum: 

"The high tech speeder spotter was universally 

condemned as a Big Brother intrusion by already overharassed 

motorists. A bad idea that should be.stopped in its tracks." 

No.w, I don't know if it can be said too much better 

than that. Key phrases · to remember there are: "universally 

condemned," and, ''stopped in its track?," 

I'm going to discuss why photo radar· is the wrong 

soltition to the wrong problem, and hopefully, it will be clear 

why it's the overwhelming consensus of New Jersey motorists to 

ban the use of photo radar for issuing tickets. 

Hopefully, when you hear the things that I'm going to 

be saying, you won't find it too early to go through the 

process of putting some of this ban legislation, for example 

Senator Dorsey's S-747, when it comes before your Committee. 

provided 

clipping 

In addition to some detailed written testimony I have 

copies to the Committee, I have also produced a 

package. It talks about things going on in New 

Jersey, even as early as last year, and it talks about many of 

the other states that have dealt with this issue. 

For example, in Michigan, one of the demonstration 

project states, their state police are saying they don't want 

anything to do with it. They're not going to pursue the law to 

make it so you can issue a ticket in that state. They value 

their personal contact. 

Contrary to what Jim Arena was saying, it is . not 

exaggerated, what people are saying in trying to put down these 

systems, municipality by municipality, out in the West. 

Also in the clipping package, there is a picture of 

what one of these things looked at, supplied to The New York 

Times last September by the State Division of Highway Traffic 

Safety. You can see what one of those looks like. Also 

notice, it's a Xerox copy. 
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Now we have · to start · asking ourselves thEF question: 

How did we·get into this mess; anyway? 

of special interests out there that 

Well tnere· are a number 

be1ieve speeding is · a 

problem, , and more advanced enforcement · t~chnologies are the 

answer to get compliance. Well, I contend, and·. our 

organization contends the problem is no~ that motorists exceed 

speed limits. That's just a symptom of a ··bigger problem, 

iµiproperly set speed limits. Let me illustrate. with what 

researchers from the Federal Highway Administration conc'luded 

in their 1990 report called, .. · "Driver· Speed Behavior on u.s. 
Streets and Highways." And I quote: 

"On average, speed limits are· set too low and are not 

accepted as reasonable· by the vast majority of drivers .. · Only 

about 1 in 10 speed zones has .better.. than · ·· 50 percent 

compliance. The posted speeds make technical violators · out of 

motorists driving.at reasonable and.safe speeds. 

"Our studies snow that most speed zones are posted a 
to 12 miles per hour or more below the prevailing travel speed, 

and 15 miles per hour or more below maximum safe speeds." 

They went on to . say that increasing speed limits to 

more realistic levels · will not result in. higher speeds, but 

will increase voluntary · compliance and target enforcement at 

· the oc.casional violator and high risk driver. 

That is. the nature of the problem. That was for .. all 

sorts of roads, including the high speed roads and·· the low 

speed roads. That's a conglomeration, but perhaps the greatest 

contribution to this problem is the 55 mile per hour speed 

limit. 

To correct some of the things you heard about 55 in 

New Jersey: Sixty-five, due to the Federal regulations is 

applicable on our interstate system. About 40 percent of our 

interstate system is eligible for. a. higher iimit. That's about 

160 miles. It's, like, a stretch of 40 miles on Route 78; a 
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stretch of 35 miles on Route 80; and here on 195,. for example,· 

a stretch cf 30 miles. And there·are other 20-mile stretches, 

and so on.· 
. . . . . 

Those speed limits can · be raised to greatet than. 55, 

up to 65· by the State. There's no legislative action that's 

required to get the State DOT to do.so. 

Regarding the compliance issue, which seems to be the 

heart of why the Feder.al·. govetnment wants us· to .. do this. · Yeah; 

we've been out of compliance for the· last two years; · And in 

those last two years, we've also had the lowest number cf 

statewide fatalities. 

What's this bit about losing highway money? Well, if 

you look historically at .what's happened, any time New Jersey, 

or any other state has gone out of compliance, · Congtess has 

always come·in and exempted any states from ~osing money. 

I think only one state -- to answer one ~f your other 

quest ions -- Nevada, at .one time lost a. bit of .. money. But 

that's t.he only one that has, and that was many years ago. 

They also took the .Federal.government to court; 

Most importantly, the rules have changed. There isn't 

current legislation dealing with this. Last year's 

Transportation Act that our own Congtessman Roe pushed through, 

it calls for the U.S. DOT to develop new compliance standards 

over a two-year period. 

is in limbo. So I 

opportunities here. 

So right now, any compliance program 

think the states have some legal 

But you know, the bottom line bedomes, until Congress 

gets out of the speed. limit business and returns complete 

authority for setting speed limits back to the states, 

bureaucratic organiza'tions · such as the National· Highway Traffic 

Safety Administration ,in short referred to as NHTSA -

they' 11 continue to develop and promote speed enforcement 

programs such as photo· radar, and if you follow the 

progress ions · of the past as our organization has, the State 
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might eventually find itself in• a position where Federal 

highway i:noney might be withheld · f oi not: implementing mandated 

enforcement technology~ 

One of' the real good reasOns' for banning this' is to 
send. a message ba;k to· the Fed~ra1 go~equnent · to tell them, 

"We' re not interested in what you' re sel 1 ing." . ·. 

As you· can p~obably guess,- we ~ould_promote t;hat the 
. .. . . . 

correct solution fox New Jersey, fs to , s~t · speed limits 

properly. Better overall .safety,:_ .travel :_:efficiency, . and 
. . . . . I . . .. : . 

respect for. the meaning and value of speed•· limits, ·and· for. 

-traffic laws in general, will be the result .. ·. I'm not going to 

get into a lot of. the issues of speed 'limits. It's, as .I ~ay, 
a favorite topic of our organization. · 

If anybody wants to talk about thi~. in more detail, 

I' d l)e happy to sit down with you, line by 1 ine in any 

technical report, whatever it takes,. so. you can complet-?ly _ · 

tinder stand and don't get taken: in by any of t;h.e myths on speed· 

limits. 

On these speed. distributions· that Jim Arena 

discussed: You know, I wonder how many cars were police cars 

on their way to somewhere else going 103 miles an hour? You . 
' ' 

wonder, if speed limits were. set· so that the. traffic flowed-

smoothly, why would anybody care to go. too much faster?·, 

So again, properly set speed limits· can help that 

problem immeasurably. The people are driving·. in a nice smooth 

speed range because they' re in line· _with a r_easonably set speed 

1 imi t, they' re also going to have the safest type of traffic 

and . the lowest 

looking to do, 

chance of an ace ident . 

accident reduction. 

you' re not going to, have accident, 

fatality. 

And that Is what we I re 

lf you dori't _have the 

the serious injury or 

Some of the issues w1th police radar: I don't know if 

anyone has talked to. you . yet about the effectiveness issue in 

terms of increased efficiencies. You know an officer 
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moni taring photo radar systems cannot be looking for other 

violations, and even if he did, he couldn't. do··anything. about· 

them. 

We. ask ourselves what. about the seatbelt enforcement 

. now ass·oCiated with the stop for a.nother violation? . what about 

tailgaters or weaving drivers? 

motorists traveling 65 or 67, 

disrupting the traffic flow? 

What's mor:-e important, catching .· 
or g'etting the' driver·. that· s 

An officer in a marked.police car is the best use of a 

traffic enforcement resource .· that · provides a reminder to 

motorists to observe all traffic laws and allows enfor:-cement 

flexibility ~o fit the cohditions at any given time. 

How well does photo radar perform? Some of ·the 
. . 

answers were provided by the Virginia Transportation Research . . 
Council in their report on the feasibility o{ photo radar use 

on high St)eed, high volume roads. I've provided a copy of that 

report to the Committee. 

They. examined units from five manufacturer:-s. One 

finding was that. European radars . use different hardware and 

interpretation · algorithms from. American radar. None of· the 

European systems were as accurate as · the cour:-ts demand that 

police radar- be. The system being tested here in New Jer:-sey is 

the Dutch~made Gatso unit. 

In terms of speed readings, some readings wer:-e1 too 

high with only 84 percent to 96 percent of reading~ within plus 

2 percent and minus 3 percent of real speed. Many photos show 

multiple vehicles, and the speeding vehicle could not 

necessarily be identified. On the high volume test sites, 9 

percent to 56 percent of license plates could be ideni:if ied in 

the photos, and 4 percent to 12 petcent of ·the drivers. The 

competing systems could generate 9 to. 65 evidence grade photos 

per hour. 

These findings show that these currently- ava-i lab le 

units are far from living up to the endorsements by their 

pr:-oponents. An interesting side note on this: NHTSA right now 
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. . -: '. . _: ,- . , . 

is trying to keep tne authors of·' tnat con:t'racted report from 

talking about these results. They' ~e -currently looking for a -

new contractor to come up with a little bit better P,icture of 
how this unit' can be trsed. _ The politics are incredible, what's 

- -

happening down there right now. 

Legal issues: You've he~rd a few of them. A lot of 

it boils down to just p1ai~ old fairness undeI' this broader 

umbrella of existing law, the issue of -- how do you prepare_ a 

_ case if yo~ don't know that you've. been found? - We· really ask 

the quest ion: - Where _Is the legitimate knowledge.-· of the offense 
. - ·r_. ·. . 

when an officer is just. babysitting the unit? This equipment 

is not situated to do a motorist_' by motorist monitoring of 

what's goin:g on. So -yes, the officer can say, "I was sitting 

there; Lots of cars went by that day. How do L know who was 

in violation?" Probably aside from everyone-if it's a 55 rbad. 

I think we heard about _ the ' increased · t irrie in the. 

courts. I won't get into that _.again. But the one thing that 

hasn't been discussed, it's -a very onerous legal and fairness 

issue. It's the perceived1 need by the courts for a rebuttable 

-presumption provision, whereby -the registered owner of the 

- vehicle could be found guilty of - the violation even . if the 

photograph showed it wa& someone el~e, In the 

·office'.s testimony, you heard· mention of 

Attorney General 

this rebuttable 

it .can be invoked presumption issue. It's not· clear that 

-- without leg is lat ion. 

And why bring this up? Senator Rice, who was here_ 

earlier, introduced a bill that dealt with not photo radar, but 

with the use of automatic equipment to. photograph motorists and 

others, and in it is a rebut table presumption provision:. one 

,of the things that was learned, thi=it the .municipal courts 

aren't interested in having to deal with prosecuting summonses 

by machine if they don't have this presumption,. because they're 

just not going to be able to keep up with it. -we already have 

an indication of how courts feel they need this, . and you get 

the point. 
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. . . .. 

With 'or without that rebut:table' presumption provision( 

the .use of. photo.· radar c~lis . for that.' summons t() be . issued t~ 

.. · the registered owner, which leads· to other·· f~irness issues, I 

think; that folks started to address. . An. owner of.• a car is 

e1ther· an individual, :a corporation, a rental car company, or a 
' leasing company; Now what Is. going to happen when you· do these,-. 

·-. DMV' checks? Are. we. just going t:o ignor~ those hard: to g~t 
tickets? Or. are· we. going tc/ p-~t' a big paih' on busine~s :to g~ . 
~hrough t:he p~oqess to com~ly with the law? I?r~tty much th~ , 

.. primary targets of photo radar · tickets will be that select 

group of owners/drivers who are for the most part;, the only 

drivers who suffer that total impact, the actual ticket fine,· 

the points,. and th_e · surcharges with.· any photo r.adar use in t,:rew 

·Jersey. 

Finally~ again;. you he'ard about the - insurance·. 

s~rcharge problems. · And indeed,,· the State,. if it's done on· 55 • ... · 

roads~ collects all the revenue from the ti~keis~ There 1 s~ •-

certainly going to_ be . that perception · of the revenue --

-. generation. . . . . 

. To keep . this. in. a nutshell,. that Is . about it .. . . . . . . 

from urging. you· that when you ·consider. S-747, . Senator Dorsa"y; s 
. . 

bill, please·s~nd it on to th~ Senate for yo~r colleagues to do 

what their constiiue~ts 

·Any questions? 

SENATOR KOSCO: 

are looking for on this issue, 

Thank you. Does anyone 

quest ions? · _ ( no response) 

have any 

Okay. We have two more people who wanted · to talk: 

David Cruz arid Gerald ~rossy (phorietic spelling). Is there any 

new information that you can add or subtract, because we' re 

running over our time? We' re going to continue this hearing'. 

We' re going to end this hearing and then have a.nother one at a 

future date before we do hear any legislation tb deal with it. 

But 1f· there is something that you have to bring to us in a few 

minutes because, as you can see, we' re losing our Committee 

.members to other meetings. 
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You are--

D A V I D C R U Z: I'm David Cruz· .. from the ACLU of New 

•Jersey, and I will delete a few portions of this in the 

interests of time and redundancy .. 

The ACLU really does have serious due process concerns 

about the use of photo radar schemes for enforcement. At · a 
. \. 

minimum, due process of law requires that the police.· have 

probable cause, or at least a reasonable. susp1c1on before· 

charging somebody With a criminal violation~ By setting. a 
mechanical photo · radar device · . to ~utomatically ·• .. issue a 

.· . . . .-

citation, the State takes away the ratio.nality and discretion 

I that human. law. enforcement , o·fficials use on the roads. The 

traffic, statutes may not recognize exceptions to speed limits, 

but courts do; as where a motorist has• a .·true·· .. emergency or 

accelerates for a short distance to pass a slow moving truck. 

Normally in these situations, you don't want the police to do 

anything other than, perhaps, escort someone to the hospital, 

but by entrusting the.· decision to· a machine --:- or rather, by 

deciding in a.dvance that, in effect, we- will permit.· zero 

tolerance, we'd give up the protection of probable cause 

requirement and increase the burden on our court ·. system as 

we've already heard testified. 

SENATOR KOSCO: You're being redundant, because .we've 

already gone through this. In the interest· of time, rather 

than make you rush through your presentation, why don't we just 

hold it until we have our next hearing, and then you can come 

down and spend some time and go through it properly. 

MR. CRUZ: Has the next hearing been scheduled? 

SENATOR KOSCO: Pardon me. 

MR. CRUZ: Has. the next hearing been scheduled? .· 

SENATOR KOSCO: No it has n.ot. I wil 1 do that as soon 

as we.check what our schedule is. But we were supposed to be 

ending this one at 12:00. We have some. other meetings that we 

have to be at. 
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MR. CRUZ: Would it be permissible for me to leave 

some copies of my testimony? 

SENATOR KOSCO: Yes. Leave it right here with Aggie, 

and she will distribute it to all the members, including the 

ones who were not here. 

What we' re going to do is, we' re going to end this 

session and we' 11 have another hearing. I think we' 11 have to 

schedule another day, just to discuss photo radar, and be able 

to· hear some more comments from both sides so we can properly 

discuss it and have the information available to us before we 

do anything legislatively. 

Thank you very much . 

. (HEARING CONCLUDED) 
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· TEsTIMONY OF DAVID CRUZ ON BEHALF OF ACLU-NJ AGAINST PHOTO RADAR, 5/18/92 

. . Good morning. My name is David Cruz. and I am here today on behalf of the American 
· Civil Liberties Union of New Jersey to testify against the use of photo radar. The ACLU believes 

that more than a matter of privacy, the use of photo radar would gravely infringe upon important 
constitutional guarantees of due process of law. · 

Due process· of law requires that police have probable cause, or at least a reasonable 
suspicion, before charging someone with a criminal violation. By setting a mechanical photo radar 

· device automatically to issue a citation, the State would remove the rationality and discretion that 
. human law enforcement officials typically employ in determining whether they have probable cause. 

While the traffic statutes. might recognize no exceptions to speed limits, courts do, as where a 
motorist has a true emergency, or accelerates for a short distance to pass a slow-moving truck. 
Normally in these situations we would want police either to stop and perhaps escort the driver to the 
hospital. or to do nothing if the passing maneuver was not dangerous and was necessary for the safe 
and efficient flow of traffic. A criminal charge is not warranted in such cases. -But by entrusting· 
such decisions to a machine, or rather, by deciding in advance that in .effect we will permit zero 
tolerance, we would give up the protection of the probable cause requirement and further increase 
the burden on our court system. Not only would the State face administrative costs in weeding out 
emergency vehicles .or other facially legitimate speeders, but use of photo radarwould compel those 
with meritorious defenses to resort to a court rather than an officer's judgment, and it would invite 
similar pleas by guilty parties taking refuge in the knowledge that there would be no human being 

· to contradict their testimony. 
Use of photo radar would in another way be an even more serious violation of the probable 

cause requirement. The system would issue tickets to the owner of the speeding vehicle. There is 
no reason to believe that the owner will necessarily have been the driver at the time the automobile 
was speeding. The owner and the driver often are different persons, say where someone uses the 
car of a friend. relative, or neighbor, or even where we are dealing with companies that rent or lease 
cars or maintain large fleets of company vehicles. In such cases, if the identity of the driver in the 
photograph were at all obscured (say by inclement weather), the only way the private owner could 
prove his or her innocence is by dragging the actual culprit into court; the only way a rental 
company could vindicate itself is to establish that the car was rented to a particular party; This in 
effect would mean that a person is guilty until proven innocent. The Constirution will not permit 
such a system of injustice. The State may not issue an excess of tickets in the hope that a few will 
be deserved; probable cause must be determined before charging people with a crime. And the State 
certainly may not demand that the wrongly-accused innocent bear the burden of redirecting its 
misplaced criminal accusations. This would coercively make private citizens into junior deputies. 
Allowing the camera to issue tickets on its own without regard to the probable cause requirement 
would unjustifiably violate constitutional rights. 



. . . . . . . : . 

. The public would also need guarantees >th.at th~se devices are; accurate. · ·. In the case of···• · 
standard vehicular radar, the courts of New Jersey have generally required proof not merely ofthe 
accuracy of the measuring method, but also of the accuracy of the specific instrument used at the 
time of its contested use. For example, tickets issued by police using photo radar guns have been 

· upheld where their guns were calibrated by some means other than the devices' internal adjustment 
·.mechanism, both before and after the tickets were issued. Photo radar must be.similarly calibrated. 
Any legislation passed must provide for frequent checks by external means and not merely rely on 

. · the radar devices• internal calibration me~ures as a way to bootstrap up the devices' accuracy. This 
· might require that each device in. place be. frequently checked, calibrated, or even operated by· a. 
police officer. At any rate, the calibration necessary to establish that citizens are being fairly 

.. charged would reduce the amount of·any supposed savings claimed from freeing officers from .. 
issuing speeding citations. · · · · · 

In addition,· the constitutional guarantee of due process of law requires at a· minimum that · 
a citizen charged with a crime receive notice and the opportunity for a full and fair hearing.· Use of 
photo radar would be inimical to a citizen's constitutional right to be confronted by the witnesses 
against him or her. A photograph may be evidence, but it is not a witness .. Use of photo radar would 
essentially put a mechanical ·device in place ofa human accuser; This would compromise the right. 
to a full and fair hearing. . · · . · . 

Furthermore, how is a citizen supposed to m:ount a proper defense when the ticket coines·in · 
the mail three weeks •after the alleged infraction? Even when the citation is-accompanied by a 
photograph with an indication of the time and location, the. intervening time will tend to obliterate · 
any relevant details from the driver's memory. The drive.r likely would have remembered or even 
documented such details had the ticket been issued by a police officer at the time of the putative 
infraction. This unreasonable delay would deny citizens their right to a fair hearing. 

The ACLU also has privacy concerns about photo radar. It is impermissible for the state to 
maintain a master file not merely of speeding drivers, but of everyone they choose to associate with · 
and transport in· their automobiles. Maintenance of such a file of radar device photos has the 
potential for abuse. Would these photographic records be stored in files ,organized by the owner of 
the car or by the driver?. Would these be accessible by other lawenforcemerit ~gencies? Or by other 
governmental agencies or the public?• For what purposes would these records be available? Without 
adequate safeguards, availability and maintenance of these photos would infringe the privacy rights 
of the citizens of our state. · · · 

Because of these serious concerns about the fundamental fairness and constitutionality of 
any photo radar scheme, the ACLU of New Jersey urges that our legislature. not adopt photo radar, 
a device which really amounts to little more than a glorified cash register. · 
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